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Abstract

Walsh (2007; 2010) was correct to conclude that the way a biological population is described

should affect conclusions about whether natural selection occurs, but wrong to conclude that natural

selection is therefore not a cause. After providing a new argument that (Walsh, 2007) ignored

crucial biological details, I give a biological illustration that motivates a fairly extreme dependence

on description. I argue that contrary to an implication of (Otsuka et al., 2011), biologists allow

much flexibility in describing populations, as contemporary research on recent human evolution

shows. Properly understood, such description-dependence is consistent with descriptions capturing

different causal relations involving the same population, I thus show that Walsh’s (2007) arguments

fail for reasons that have not previously been understood; I argue that Walsh’s (2010) more recent

“Sure Thing” argument fails for similar reasons. The resulting view provides a new perspective on

causation in evolutionary processes.
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1 Introduction

According to evolutionary causalists , evolution is the result of high-level causal factors, most

prominently natural selection, drift, migration, and mutation (e.g. Brandon and Ramsey

2005; Stephens 2004; Reisman and Forber 2005; Millstein 2006; Haug 2007; Shapiro and

Sober 2007; Abrams 2012a). Explanations of evolution in terms of these factors are therefore

causal explanations. According to evolutionary statisticalists , on the other hand, no high-

level, general factors cause evolution (e.g. Walsh et al. 2002; Pigliucci and Kaplan 2006;

Brunnander 2007; Matthen and Ariew 2009; Walsh 2010).1 Statisticalists usually argue

that interactions between individual organisms produce evolution—a point embraced by

many causalists as well—while any higher-level characterizations of evolution involve merely

statistical, not causal, properties of evolutionary situations. Explanations of evolution in

terms of such properties are then mathematical, logical, or epistemic rather than causal.

In “The Pomp of Superfluous Causes” (Walsh, 2007), Denis Walsh argued that natural

selection is a “mere statistical effect” (passim) and not a causal factor, in part by arguing that

some causalist views imply that whether or not natural selection takes place in a population

depends on how the population is described. Walsh argued that if we make the plausible

assumption that causal relations are independent of how things are described, the possibility

of multiple descriptions provides a reductio of such causalist views. Walsh (2010) later argued

that in some circumstances, the appropriate measure of fitness is such that whether one

phenotype or genotype rather than another is selected for depends on whether we describe

the population as composed of several subpopulations, or as a single population. Thus the

possibility of such distinct descriptions means that there can be selection both for and against

a biological type. Walsh argues that this is inconsistent with the claim that selection is a

1Statisticalism and causalism are also called the “statistical”, and “traditional” or “dynamical” “inter-

pretations of evolutionary theory” (e.g. Walsh et al. 2002; Walsh 2007).
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cause. I call all such arguments “multiple-description” arguments.2

I argue that if we apply Walsh’s (2007) multiple-description argument (§2) to a more real-

istic biological illustration (§3) than the coin-tossing case he describes, we see that the argu-

ment depends on isolating a portion of an evolutionary process from essential biological facts.

I then give a different multiple-description argument which avoids the problems of Walsh’s

argument (§4), and respond to objections (§5). I argue, however, that there are nevertheless

causal properties of evolutionary processes picked out by the different descriptions involved

(§6). Thus this new multiple-description argument does not refute causalism. I argue that

similar points apply to Walsh’s (2010) more recent multiple-description argument based on a

particular kind of fitness measure (§7). I conclude that Walsh’s multiple-description strategy

fails to show that natural selection is not a cause.3

Northcott (2010) noted that a number of specific views about aspects of causation imply

that causal relations are not description-independent, contrary to Walsh’s (2007) claim that

causal relations do not depend on descriptions. Northcott’s main point, however, was to

argue that whether or not causal relations are description-independent, causal explanation

is not description-independent. I argue for the stronger claim that it’s plausible that:

• Different descriptions of a biological population sometimes pick out distinct effects, and

• There are distinct causes producing these effects.

This is a claim about causation rather than explanation. Causal relations exist independently

of how the population is characterized, though our way of describing the population can,

2Walsh (2007) also gave a multiple-description argument focusing on drift. Similar points to those I make

here might be made about that argument, which is discussed in (Northcott, 2010; Stephens, 2010; Otsuka

et al., 2011).
3(Abrams, 2012b) proposes that fitness concepts fall into several distinguishable categories, and argues

that (a) statisticalist claims about fitness are correct for some classes of fitness concepts, but not others; and

(b) causalists often characterize “fitness” in ways that are inconsistent with its role in natural selection. The

kind of fitness concept that I settle on below is what (Abrams, 2012b) calls “parametric type fitness”.
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indeed, focus on one or another of these causal relations (cf. Maslen 2004).

2 Walsh’s multiple-description argument

Walsh (2007) describes a situation in which two coins are tossed repeatedly. Let η be a coin

which is biased toward heads while τ is a coin which is biased toward tails :

Probabilities for tosses of η : Pη(heads) = .6 Pη(tails) = .4,

Probabilities for tosses of τ : Pτ (heads) = .4 Pτ (tails) = .6.

There are ten sets (“experiments”) of ten tosses. For each toss, one of the coins η or τ is

chosen at random, i.e. with probability 1
2
. Walsh focuses mainly on one set of ten tosses,

experiment 6, in which η is tossed twice and τ is tossed eight times. Here heads and tails

are to represent competing biological types in a population, and the number of instances of

an outcome represents its reproductive success. Walsh asks, “How should we characterize

experiment 6 with respect to selection?” (p. 297). That is, is there “selection” for heads in

experiment 6? Walsh argues that the question can be answered in two ways depending on

how experiment 6 is described.

If the random choice of coins to be tossed in experiment 6 is included in the description,

the expected frequency of heads is .5, which we are to interpret as meaning that heads and

tails have equal fitness. Thus on this description, there is no selection. On the other hand, if

the description of experiment 6 starts from the situation after the choice of coins is made, the

expected frequency of heads is .44 : Tails is fitter, so there is selection for tails . I’ll call the

first description the “inclusive” description, since it takes into account more probabilities

than does the second, “exclusive” description. (Walsh calls these the “no selection” and

“strong selection” characterizations, respectively.)

We can get insight into Walsh’s argument by translating it into a biological context. I’ll

use fictitious biological examples in order to make relationships to Walsh’s coin example
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Figure 1: English magpie pigeon, from http://www.magpiepigeon.com/.

clearer, but my examples are similar to real biological cases.

3 The exclusive description is biologically irrelevant

Imagine a population of feral pigeons of the English magpie breed.4 These have dark heads,

necks, upper torsos, and tails, along with white lower torsos, and white wings which mostly

cover their tails when not in flight. Suppose that these pigeons live in a coastal area

with a sandy beach below rocky cliffs, and that the pigeons have acquired two alterna-

tive, genetically-influenced ways of hiding in the sand when they notice hawks overhead.

Heads pigeons attempt to bury their torsos, leaving their dark heads above ground, while

tails pigeons attempt to bury their heads, leaving their tail area visible, largely covered by

white wing feathers.5 Thus suppose that during hiding behavior in an area with dark sand,

heads pigeons are less noticeable to hawks than tails pigeons, while in an area with light

4See e.g. http://www.magpiepigeon.com/breed.htm for general information on English magpie pigeons.
5All claims about feral pigeon behavior not obviously made up, such as the burying behavior, are based

on (Johnston and Janiga, 1995). For example, the authors report that some populations of feral pigeons

favor nesting in coastal cliffs.
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sand, tails pigeons are less noticeable.

At this point there are different biologically plausible scenarios which are consistent with

the coin-tossing example. However, I’ll argue that in all of them, the closest analogue of

Walsh’s exclusive description cannot by itself determine whether selection takes place; crucial

information is left out. Because the inclusive description takes into account everything

described by the exclusive description, and more, it can capture facts about selection or lack

thereof. Here are two analogues of Walsh’s illustration, which will suggest a range of others:

First scenario: Imagine that there are two large environments in which the population

lives, one with dark sand and the other with light sand. Nest locations, we imagine, are

influenced by a complex combination of many factors including fluctuations in the wind,

variation in foliage, where food happens to be found during nest-building, competition for

nest sites, etc.6 Suppose that as a result, heads and tails pigeons are randomly assigned at

birth to one of the two regions, depending on where eggs are laid. Second scenario: Imagine

a single environment in which sand color varies in patches whose average diameter is about a

meter. The random assignment of pigeons to a background sand color is then determined by

where pigeons happen to land. In either case, we suppose that the pigeons are not selective

about sand color.

In both scenarios, the random assignment of a collection of birds to a sand color appears

to involve a probability of being found on sand of that color. The difference between the

two interpretations concerns when these probabilities come into play. In the first scenario,

the probability of living in a dark-sand or light-sand environment is a probability of nest

site choice, which has to do with conditions affecting parent birds. In the second scenario,

the probability of being found on dark or light sand comes from the distribution of dark and

light sand patches and pigeons’ general patterns of behavior.

6Examples of roughly this kind are fairly easy to find among population genetics models (e.g. Levins

1968; Roughgarden 1979; Nagylaki 1992; Gillespie 1998; cf. Wimsatt 1980) and field studies (e.g. Ringsby

et al. 2002; Evans et al. 2009).
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For either scenario, we can ask a question like Walsh’s (2007): When a hawk is overhead,

how should we characterize a collection of pigeons, currently on light sand, with respect to

selection? If we describe this as a situation in which these pigeons’ presence on light sand is

part of a process which randomly assigns pigeons to sand, it may seem as if the heads and

tails traits are equally fit—there is no selection. However, if we describe this as a situation

in which the pigeons’ presence on light sand is given, there is apparently selection; the tails

pigeons seem to be fitter.7 However, it should be clear that if what we are concerned with is

the evolution of the pigeon population over several generations—in particular, with possible

changes in the distribution of genetic influences on heads and tails behaviors—then any

relevant sense of fitness and selection must take into account probabilities of pigeons being

found on light or dark sand when hawks are overhead. Fitness relevant to evolution in this

sense cannot depend solely on probabilities conditional on a nest being built on light sand

or conditional on a pigeon happening to land on light sand.8

There is a general argument that supports this conclusion: Evolution takes place over

many generations, and it’s overall fitness, with implications for probabilities of numbers of

descendants, that matters for evolution over many generations. But that kind of fitness

depends partly on probabilities of experiencing environmental conditions allowed by a given

environment, so all such probabilities have to be incorporated into a full conception of

7Note that it’s dark or light sand that corresponds to whether there are more η or τ tosses in an

experiment consisting of ten tosses: Both sand color and proportion of η and τ tosses determine probabilities

of respective heads or tails “traits” increasing in frequency.
8One might want to claim that in the second scenario, the fitness of a pigeon changes over time as the

pigeon moves between light-sand and dark-sand regions. Then a version of Walsh’s question would be to

ask whether fitness has to take into account some probabilistic combination of fitnesses at different times.

Note that (Ramsey, 2006) and (Abrams, 2009a) argue that the kind of fitness relevant to selection over time

cannot change during the course of organisms’ lives. (Abrams, 2009a) argues that we can still understand

fitnesses such as those which are relative to landing on a sand patch as unchanging conditional fitnesses,

defined in terms of unchanging conditional probabilities.
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natural selection (cf. the models referenced in note 6, and (Abrams, 2009c)). It’s true that

there are a variety of senses of fitness which relativize it to conditions experienced only by

some organisms at some times, but such notions of fitness have to be supplemented with

additional probabilities in order to understand the kind of change that’s relevant to evolution

over anything but the very short term. When the coin example is translated into something

closer to a real-world evolutionary context, it’s clear that there is only one description of the

situation appropriate for understanding evolutionary change.9 By not taking into account a

larger evolutionary context, Walsh’s coin example made it seem plausible that a description

which ignored the probabilities of coin choices could itself define a sense of natural selection.10

4 A new multiple-description argument

I’ve argued that Walsh’s (2007) multiple-description argument failed because it ignored an

overriding purpose of evolutionary theory—understanding evolutionary change over multiple

generations. Nevertheless, a slightly different kind of multiple-description argument involving

9This is not quite correct if we step back from the idealized contexts discussed here. (Abrams, 2009b)

and (Abrams, 2009c) argue that fitness is relative to a choice of an interval of time over which generational

change takes place. In particular, describing an evolving population in terms of different intervals of time—or

different numbers of generations—can reference different causal facts, and change whether it’s appropriate

to describe the population as undergoing selection. (My response to the new multiple-description argument

given below explores similar ideas.) Walsh’s example differs in that it allows facts which are insufficient to

determine probabilities of outcomes over even a single generation to count as determining whether there is

natural selection.
10Some philosophers of biology express a view, usually in conversation, that highly idealized, non-biological

examples like Walsh’s coin example lack sufficient realism to be relevant to philosophy of biology. Such views

seem to imply that it’s wrong for biologists to illustrate drift with urn models, that evolutionary theory and

economics can’t learn from each other, and that idealized mathematical models of evolutionary processes are

insignificant. Whether biological details are essential to philosophical argument itself depends on details of

theoretical contexts.
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a new example avoids this problem.11 After giving such an argument in this section, I’ll

argue in the next that the argument’s distinct descriptions in fact reflect distinct causal

relationships involving the same population over the same interval of time. Thus, though

the new argument succeeds in showing that whether there is selection can be relative to

how a population is described, I’ll argue that it fails to show that selection is not a cause of

evolution.

Suppose our population of pigeons is made up of two subpopulations living in two large

environments, one with dark sand and the other with light sand. If there were interbreeding

or migration between the two subpopulations, both environments might be relevant to the

long-term fitness of pigeons in each subpopulation, as in the first scenario above (cf. Abrams

2009c). Let’s assume, though, that probabilities of inter-population interactions such as

migration and interbreeding are so low that there is unlikely to be any interaction over

the period of time of interest to us. Assume that for reasons like those in the preceding

examples, heads is fitter than tails relative to ED, while tails is fitter relative to EL. Assume

that the population sizes are always equal, that the initial frequency of heads in ED equals

the frequency of tails in EL, and that the values of fitnesses in one environment are reversed

in the other environment: The fitness of heads pigeons in ED is equal to the fitness of tails

pigeons in EL, and vice versa. Then the populations will be mirror images of each other

concerning fitness relations; probabilities of increase in frequency of heads in PD will be

equal to probabilities of increase in frequency of tails in PL. Fitnesses of the two types in

the combined population PD ∪ PL are thus equal.12

11(Stephens, 2010) offers a somewhat analogous biological scenario as an interpretation of Walsh’s (2007)

multiple-description argument concerning drift.
12More precisely, assume that the distributions over numbers of descendants for heads in ED is the same

as that for tails in EL, etc. Let w( ) be overall fitness of a type and w( |E) be the fitness conditional on

living in environment E (cf. Abrams 2009a). w(tails) is then equal to a weighted sum of fitnesses of tails in

environments ED and EL, where weights depend on the proportions of heads and tails in each environment.
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Let us ask: How should we characterize those pigeons found in environment EL with

respect to selection? This question is roughly analogous to Walsh’s question about his

experiment 6. If we describe these pigeons merely as members of subpopulation PL, there

is selection for tails among them. However, if we describe these pigeons as members of the

combined population PDL = PD ∪ PL, there is no selection for tails . It thus appears that

merely by describing pigeons as members of a larger or smaller population, we can make it

the case that selection does or does not occur, as Walsh argued. In contrast to the examples

in previous sections, if what we’re interested in is evolution over moderate time scales,

all descriptions of the situation take into account all probabilities relevant to evolutionary

success. We’re assuming that over such time scales there’s no significant possibility of an

organism ending up in any environment but its parents’, so there’s no need to take into

account probabilities of environmental conditions.

There is a related point which will suggest parallels to an argument of Walsh’s discussed

below (§7). Notice that we can describe the combined population in two ways that seem

to determine whether selection takes place. If we describe PDL as composed of the two

subpopulations as such, we can claim that the combined population has selection for heads

occurring in PD and selection against heads occurring in PL. Thus there are two ways

of describing the combined population, one which implies there is selection occurring, and

the other which doesn’t. Note that in contrast to the examples in previous sections, here

(The subpopulations are of equal size, so they contribute to overall population frequencies to the same

degree). In particular, let the frequency of tails in ED and the frequency of heads in EL be equal to p, and the

frequency of each of the other two combinations be q = 1−p. Then w(tails) = p w(tails|ED)+q w(tails|EL)

and w(heads) = q w(heads|ED) + p w(heads|EL). Since by assumption w(tails|ED) = w(heads|EL) and

w(tails|EL) = w(heads|ED), it follows that w(tails) = w(heads). (Note that since we’re assuming that

fitnesses which are equal reflect identical distributions over future descendants, we can add fitnesses in this

way no matter how fitness is defined over those distributions (cf. Abrams 2009b). Think of the preceding

calculations as summing entire distributions over possible future numbers of instances of heads and tails,

and then apply whatever fitness function you prefer.)
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all descriptions of the situation take into account all probabilities relevant to evolutionary

success. Since we’re assuming that over moderate time scales, there’s no significant possibility

of an organism ending up in any environment but its parents’, there’s no need to take

into account probabilities of environmental conditions: The environment that affects what

happens to any particular organism in PL (or PD), and its descendants for many generations,

is just EL (ED). My earlier criticism of Walsh’s argument thus doesn’t apply here.

5 Objections and replies

A reasonable response to this new variant of Walsh’s strategy would be to say that since

conditions in one environment don’t influence outcomes for the population living in the other

one, the only proper way to describe the situation is as one in which there is selection for

tails in EL and for heads in ED. I think this response depends on one of two assumptions,

neither of which is appropriate.

First, some philosophers assume that the fundamental kind of fitness is token fitness

(Abrams, 2012b); it attaches in the first instance to specific actual organisms (e.g. Brandon

1990; Bouchard and Rosenberg 2004; Ramsey 2006). An advocate of this view might argue

that since no particular organism in PL will experience ED’s dark sand, ED can’t be relevant

to selection on members of PL, even considered as members of the combined population PDL.

Thus there is no way of describing the scenario that implies that there is not selection. Note

though that whether or not fitnesses attach to concrete individuals in the first instance, only

types are heritable, so the kind of fitness relevant to evolution by natural selection must be

type fitness (Abrams, 2012b), fitness which attaches to types rather than token organisms.

Thus, for questions about evolution in the combined population PDL, selection on the types

heads and tails in that population is what matters. And what matters to selection on these

types is how their success is affected in the entire environment over which there is a good
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chance that descendants of such types will be found over moderate time scales (Abrams,

2009c). Thus fitnesses of the types heads and tails in the combined population must take

into account both environments ED and EL—despite the fact that particular organisms are

only affected by local environments. There I conclude that the objection fails; it’s legitimate

to claim that no selection in the combined population PDL as a whole.13

Second, someone might argue that since there is no significant probability of gene flow

between different the subpopulations over a moderate period of time, the combined popula-

tion PDL is not a population in an appropriate sense, and as a result it makes no sense to

talk about selection in such a “pseudopopulation”. This view again implies that there is no

selection in the combined population. However, this way of thinking rules out asking ques-

tions about selection in completely asexual populations, where gene flow does not occur.14

It also rules out asking questions about populations whose population structure is unknown,

e.g. in cases in which the extent of interbreeding between parts of a population is exactly

what is under investigation. Asking questions about such populations should not be ruled

out a priori.15

However, Otsuka et al. (2011) make a number of remarks that might suggest that pop-

ulations are fixed only by conditions in nature. This paper focuses primarily on Walsh’s

(2010) use of Gillespie’s work (1974; 1975; 1977), but also makes reference to (Walsh, 2007).

Otsuka et al. say, for example:

In short, one cannot slice up and redescribe a biological population willy-nilly the

way one can when describing a coin-tossing experiment since doing so potentially

13(Lewontin, 1966; Levins, 1968; Wimsatt, 1980; Brandon, 1990; Ariew and Lewontin, 2004; Abrams,

2009c, forthcoming) discuss philosophical issues concerning different ways of classifying environmental vari-

ation.
14Some biologists define sex as including any source of mixing of genes between organisms in a population,

including e.g. lateral gene transfer (Michod, 1995).
15See (Stephens, 2010) for a related discussion.
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removes a portion of that subpopulation from its all-important ecological context.

(2011, p. 216)

While it’s true that biologists do not define populations in completely arbitrary ways, it

would be incorrect to claim that what counts population or an environment is always in-

dependent of specific research goals (Abrams, 2012b). This assumption would conflict with

the often pragmatic methodology of evolutionary biology. For example, there is an active

area of research on human evolution using datasets such the Human Genome Diversity

Panel (HGDP-CEPH) with single-nucleotide polymorphism data from approximately 1000

human genomes, divided into numerous small samples from 51 “populations”—genetically

differentiable sets of individuals from around the world (Rosenberg et al., 2002). In some

research, the division between these distinct populations is maintained. For example, (Li

et al., 2008) investigated genetic variation between the 51 populations, in part to determine

ancestry relationships between the different populations. Other studies pool these small

populations into larger populations representing, for example, people of European, African,

and East Asian ancestry. Research which applies statistical tests for natural selection to

HGDP-CEPH often uses aggregated populations, because the tests typically require larger

samples those available for the 51 small populations (e.g. Hillmer et al. 2009; Klimentidis

et al. 2011). Moreno-Estrada et al. (2009) even used multiple grouping schemes, depending

on population sizes needed for statistical tests of different kinds. It’s not that researchers

wouldn’t like to ask questions about differences in selection between more narrowly-defined

groups, but the methods and data available would not allow them to be answered.

This doesn’t mean that populations can be defined completely arbitrarily. Biologists

would not group HGDP-CEPH data into arbitrary collections of subpopulations from di-

verse parts of the world without some specific rationale for doing so. With HGDP-CEPH

data, the question is usually whether to aggregate geographically related groups into larger

groups. Moreover, if significant gene flow between two populations is relevant to one’s re-
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search questions, that must be taken into account in some way. For example, some analyses

use FST or other measures which can measure such gene flow; others simply assume that

isolation between populations is sufficient that genetic mixing between populations can be

ignored.16

Thus what is treated as a population does not depend only on facts about organisms

and environmental conditions, but also on research goals and available data and methods

(cf. Abrams 2009c, 2012b). Remarks in (Otsuka et al., 2011) seem to suggest that what

counts as a population depends on correct methods for calculating effective population size.

Rather, it seems, given a choice of population to study, effective population size can then

be defined. In any event, my claims obviously do not imply that “(effective) population

size [is] dependent on nothing more than our descriptive interests” (Otsuka et al., 2011, p.

213). Moreover, my arguments in this paper do not require populations to be defined in

completely arbitrary ways. All that the argument in the preceding section requires is that

there be some cases in which a researcher has a choice about whether to study aggregated

or disaggregated populations, and where fitness differs in smaller populations.

It therefore seems that one cannot undermine the new multiple-description argument of

the preceding section by arguing that only local populations or local environments matter to

selection. On the other hand, it’s surely legitimate to ask about the evolution of each sub-

population independently, since they don’t interact with each other. Thus, it appears that,

as Walsh (2007; 2010) argued, whether selection occurs can be relative to how a population

is described. While Walsh argues that this implies that natural selection is not a cause, I’ll

argue, instead, that selection seems to depend on descriptions merely because these different

descriptions refer to different objects or different properties, which enter into different causal

relations.

16(Klimentidis et al., 2011) illustrates both cases, for example.
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6 Populations realize multiple causal relations

Many philosophical views about causation accommodate the intuition that which properties

are realized in an effect depends on which properties are realized in its causes: Properties

which play a central role in an effect seem in some sense to be there because of one or more

properties in a cause. Stated so vaguely, the point is almost trivial. As long as we allow, at

least, that there are properties, or things that have roles analogous to those of properties,

a denial of the claim would seem to mean that there could be no systematic relationship

between causes and effects at all: From a particular cause any effect at all could follow,

and an effect could be the result of any combination of causes.17 Though I won’t assume

any particular view of what causation is or what precise constraints it must involve, much

philosophical work on causation reflects the preceding intuition in one way or another.18

Now, if we grant the claim that what property is realized in an effect depends (at least

in part) on what property is realized in the cause, it’s plausible that the same part of the

world can simultaneously realize distinct causal relations. For example, if thick hot coffee

spills on the hand of a person with light skin, it can cause a darkly-stained burn on the

hand. It’s the coffee’s heat that causes the patch of skin to be burned, while it’s the coffee’s

dark color that causes the skin to be stained. (In terms of counterfactuals: Had the coffee

been cold, the burn wouldn’t have occurred; had it been watery, the stain wouldn’t have

occurred.) Similarly, the amplitude of a sound wave is caused by the extent of displacement

17This is not a claim about how we describe causal interactions, but rather about what causal interactions

seem to be, in part—about what must be assumed about causal relations in order to make sense of what we

know about how the world seems to work.
18I include work on causation and manipulation (Gasking, 1955; Woodward, 2003), causal modeling

(Spirtes et al., 2000; Pearl, 2000), contrast classes (Maslen, 2004; Northcott, 2008), mechanisms (Glennan,

1996), processes (Salmon, 1984), conserved quantities (Dowe, 1992; Salmon, 1994), relations between uni-

versals (Dretske, 1977; Armstrong, 1983), relations between events (Davidson, 1967; Kim, 1973), and causal

probabilities (Fetzer, 1981; Miller, 1994; Eells, 1991).
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of the tines of a tuning fork, while the frequency of the wave is caused by the frequency

of the tines’ displacement. Finally, that a prey animal suddenly moves quickly might be

caused by a particularly strong scent of a predator—by a sharp gradient in concentration of

certain particles in the air—but the fact that the prey’s movement is to the north is caused

by the fact that the particles are concentrated toward the south. Note that in these last two

examples, there are mathematical relationships between the cause properties.

Now let us return to the example of section 4. First, consider central claims made there:

If we describe the members of subpopulation PL as constituting a distinct population, there

is selection for tails in this subpopulation. However, if we describe them as members of the

combined population PDL, there is no selection. When we ask whether there is selection in

PL, we are asking about causes of a particular property—in particular, about causes of a

certain kind of change (or lack of change) in frequencies that might occur in PL. We can

also ask about selection in the larger population PDL, but that is to ask about change of

frequencies in a different population, and hence about the cause of a different evolutionary

effect. And just as a change in the composition of PL is a different effect than change in

PDL (as a whole), selection in PL is not the same cause as selection in PDL. One involves

processes in one part of the world; the other involves those processes, but other processes

too. Of course processes in PDL supervene on processes in its subpopulations; nevertheless,

whether there is selection or not in PL is not the same as whether there is selection in PDL.

Thus there is no contradiction in saying that there is selection for tails in PL, but no selection

for tails in PDL. These are different causes and different effects. This is true despite the fact

that PL is a part of PDL, and despite it being true that facts concerning selection in PDL

supervene on facts concerning selection in PD and PL separately. The reason that selection

seemed to depend on whether members of PL are described as members of PL or as members

of PDL is just that the descriptions pick out different causal relations, involving both different
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effects and different causes.19

We can gain more insight into this point by looking at the second comparison from

Section 4, between PDL considered as two subpopulations, and PDL considered as a unified

population. We can ask concerning the combined population PDL whether there was selection

separately in each of its two subpopulations PD and PL. This again is to ask about the cause

of a different effect—a different kind of change—than when we ask about selection in the

combined population PDL as a whole. For change in frequencies in the two subpopulations

separately is a property of the combined population, but it’s not the same as the property of

change in frequencies in the population as a whole. Of course whether there is change in the

combined population is related to whether there is change in the two subpopulations. Change

in the combined population is multiply realized by change in the subpopulations: Some

combinations of patterns of change in the two subpopulations mathematically imply change

in the combined population. However, not all patterns of change in the subpopulations

do. Nor does change in the whole population imply that there is or is not change in any

particular subpopulation. Thus if we ask whether there is selection separately in PDL’s two

subpopulations, we are asking about the cause of a different property of PDL than when we

ask about selection in PDL as a whole; there are two effects here.

It may seem, though, that there is a single cause of the two effects. Fitness relations

in PDL are a mathematical function of fitness relations in PD and PL. (This contrasts with

what I claimed about the previous comparison between PDL and PL alone.) That the effects

are not the same still means that there are distinct causal relations corresponding to the two

descriptions. Nevertheless, if it’s correct to say that these two effects have a single cause, it

is such that substantial change in frequencies in the each subpopulation is likely to occur,

19The arguments in this section are related to some arguments concerning units of selection, in that they

also concern questions about whether it’s appropriate to attribute causal relations to both larger and smaller

groups of organisms or components of organisms (e.g. Okasha 2006). However, my argument does not depend

on traditional notions of groups or interactions between or within groups.
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while substantial change in the entire population is not. Thus it might seem that the single

cause both is and is not an instance of natural selection, providing an ontic analogue of a

multiple-description argument against natural selection as a cause of evolution. This analysis

is incorrect, I’ll argue.

In the example in Section 4, these are different properties of the combined population

PDL:

1. Both heads being fitter than tails in PD and tails being fitter than heads in PL.

2. Heads and tails being equally fit in the combined population PDL.

Now, the first property, in combination with other properties described in section 4, math-

ematically implies the second property. However, the two are not the same property, for

there are other possible ways to realize the second property. For example, if heads and

tails had equal fitnesses within each subpopulation, they would also be equally fit in the

whole population. For that matter, property 1 is consistent with property 2’s absence, as

might occur if other details of the scenario differed from those I assumed above. In sum,

not only does the combined population PDL realize two distinct effects, but it also realizes

two distinct causes involving distinct causal properties: selection in each subpopulation, and

no selection in the combined population. There are, therefore, two distinct causal relations,

each with a different pair of relata, where one but not the other involves selection. These

two causal relations correspond to the two descriptions of the whole population PDL. (Note

that selection in the subpopulations and selection in the combined population cannot be

represented by variables which can be manipulated completely independently of each other.

This is a consequence of supervenience relations between the properties involved.)
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7 Implications for Walsh’s Sure Thing argument

In the preceding examples, it wasn’t necessary to be very specific about just how fitness de-

pends on probabilities concerning survival and reproduction.20 Walsh (2010) gave a multiple-

description argument which depends on Gillespie’s (1977) point that in some situations, one

type A1 is fitter than another A2 iff

µ1 −
σ2
1

N
> µ2 −

σ2
2

N
,

where µ1 and σ2
1 are, respectively, the expectation and variance in number of offspring for

type A1, µ2 and σ2
2 are the same values for type A2, and N is population size.21 Walsh

points out that this dependence of fitness on population size in some contexts means that,

for example, heads could be fitter than tails in each of several subpopulations, while less fit

in a combined population.22

In particular, consider, again, a population of feral magpie pigeons. Suppose that in

20(Abrams, 2009b) proposes a general framework for thinking about how fitness depends on such proba-

bilities.
21The fitness measure µ− σ2/N in (Gillespie, 1977) derives from a diffusion approximation in (Gillespie,

1974). Equation (4) in the latter shows that the coefficient M(p) of the diffusion equation, representing the

probability-weighted average momentary change in frequency p of allele A1 is

M(p) = p(1− p)

[(
µ1 −

σ2
1

N

)
−
(
µ2 −

σ2
2

N

)]
,

where µi and σ2
i represent the mean and variance in number of offspring for allele Ai. Thus the average

change in frequency is toward fixation of A1 iff µ1 − σ2
1/N > µ2 − σ2

2/N . (Note that Gillespie’s description

of M(p) as the “drift coefficient” is standard terminology for diffusion equations, and is unrelated to genetic

drift (e.g. Grimmett and Stirzacker 1992, p. 494).)
22Walsh’s (2010) presentation involved arguing that cases like those described below are instances of

Simpson’s Paradox. The points I want to make in this section—concerning the relation of Walsh’s (2010)

argument to the rest of this paper—can be presented without discussing Walsh’s uses of Simpson’s Paradox,

and without discussing all of the details of his use the Sure-Thing Principle. These aspects of Walsh’s

arguments have been critiqued by (Otsuka et al., 2011).
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every subpopulation, tails ’ expected number of offspring and variance in number of offspring

are greater than heads corresponding quantities:

µtails > µheads

σ2
tails > σ2

heads

If µtails, µheads, σ
2
tails, σ

2
heads, and Ni have certain values,23 it can turn out that heads is fitter

than tails in each subpopulation,

µtails −
σ2
tails

Ni

< µheads −
σ2
heads

Ni

,

while tails is fitter in the combined population,

µtails −
σ2
tails∑
Ni

> µheads −
σ2
heads∑
Ni

.

The reason is that division by the full population size reduces the contribution of variance to

fitness, compared to division by the size of a subpopulation. In this situation it appears that

there is selection for heads in each subpopulation but selection for tails in the population

as a whole. Walsh then argues from the assumption that causes must obey the Sure-Thing

Principle:

An action C that increases the probability of event E in each subpopulation must

also increase the probability of E in the population as a whole, provided that the

action does not change the distribution of the subpopulations. (Pearl 2000, p. 181,

quoted in Walsh 2010, p. 162)

If natural selection were a cause, Walsh argued, then in cases like those just described, it

would violate the Sure-Thing Principle. For natural selection makes an increase in heads

probable in each subpopulation, but makes such an increase improbable in the population

as a whole. Thus natural selection (in the sense of fitness difference) is not a cause.

23See (Walsh, 2010) for an illustration.
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The discussion in the preceding section shows one thing that’s wrong with this argument.

First, there is not just one effect E here: The change in frequencies in each subpopulation is

a different effect from the change in frequency in the population as a whole, even if the latter

supervenes on the former. Nor is there just one cause C, either. Given appropriate values

for expectations and variances, natural selection within each subpopulation is most likely to

cause an increase in the frequency of heads in any one subpopulation. But the effects of all

instances of heads and tails in the full population combine probabilistically so as to make

an increase in tails most likely. This example differs from the one in Section 4 in that in

the earlier example, the fitnesses constituting selection in the two subpopulations PL and

PD combine in a very simple way to produce a difference in selection in the full population.

Here the subpopulation fitnesses also combine to generate a difference in natural selection

in the full population, but the way that they do so is more subtle.

Informally, what’s happening is this. In each subpopulation, though the average number

of offspring for tails is greater than for heads , the probabilities for numbers of offspring are

such that tails ’ numbers of offspring tend to vary more than heads ’, affecting the direction

of the probability-weighted average change in frequency. It’s the effect on this average that

fitness represents here. In the larger, combined population, the fact that there are more

instances of a given type means that there is a greater opportunity for variations in numbers

of offspring within each subpopulation to cancel each other out in the larger population. In

the combined population, even if one pigeon has an unusually small number of offspring, it’s

s likely that there’s a pigeon of the same type with an unusually large number of offspring,

simply because there are more pigeon “trials”—more pigeons. Thus unusual numbers of

offspring tend to cancel each other out, making tails fitter than heads . In subpopulations,

however, there are fewer “trials”, so extreme outcomes for a few pigeons are less likely to

be counterbalanced by outcomes for other pigeons. Thus variance in numbers of offspring

matter more in the subpopulations than in the combined population, because in the latter
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odd outcomes in one subpopulation are likely to be counterbalanced by odd outcomes in

another subpopulation.

Selection in the present sense reflects a comparison of a values of a summary function (µi−

σ2
i /N) of entire probability distributions over numbers of offspring. However, the distribution

for the whole population has a different shape than the subpopulation distributions from

which it derives; it should not be surprising that a comparison of the values of the summary

function has different consequences for selection.24 Thus there need be no contradiction in

saying that selection is a cause, and that there is both selection for heads in subpopulations

and selection for tails in the combined population. The mistake was to think that the fitness-

defining causal properties of the subpopulations and the combined population must be the

same; they are not. There is no violation of the Sure-Thing Principle because the causes C

in the subpopulations are not the same as the causes in the combined population.

8 Conclusion

I’ve argued that Walsh’s (2007) original multiple-description argument against treating natu-

ral selection as a cause fails because one of his alternative descriptions leaves out information

crucial for understanding natural selection. However, I presented a multiple-description ar-

gument which, I argue, succeeds in justifying the kind of intermediate conclusion Walsh

advocated: Implications about whether selection occurs or not can depend on how a popula-

tion is described. I defended my argument against several objections, in part by reference to

implications of recent research on human evolution for the concept of population. I argued,

though, that alternative descriptions can nevertheless capture distinct causal relations: The

same population can realize both natural selection and its absence, concerning exactly the

24Northcott (2010) makes a related point in response to (Walsh, 2007). The possibility of cases like the

present one are among the reasons that (Abrams, 2009b,c) claims that fitness is relative to the choice of a

population.
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same traits (genotypes, etc.), although in different senses, corresponding to different causal

relations. This point, I argued, also applies to an example given in (Walsh, 2010). Rather

than showing that natural selection is not a cause of evolution, Walsh’s multiple-description

strategy deepens our understanding of the sense in which natural selection does cause evo-

lution.

My view implies that a researcher’s description is able to pick out different causal rela-

tionships, but allows that these causal relationships exist, realized by the some of same parts

of the world, independent of the choice of causal relationships on which to focus (Abrams,

2012b). I suppose that some readers may resist this kind of pluralism about causes of evolu-

tion. But there is no pomp here, and no causes are superfluous. There are causes at different

levels and causes of different kinds, all realized in the same complex system. Something like

this kind of rather prosaic pluralism is needed to understand many scientific contexts.

Finally, note that as remarked earlier, my arguments are related to some that have

appeared in levels of selection debates. Indeed, (Otsuka et al., 2011) suggests that some of

the fitness reversals that Walsh describes are like those found in group selection cases. Note,

however, that the notion of population used in contemporary research on human genetic data

is much more flexible than the conceptions of a group, organism, etc. typically entertained

in debates about levels of selection. Thus my conclusions about the relativity of selection to

population go well beyond claims in levels of selection debates.
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